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I would like to circle the globe with a band of charity. -Frederic Ozanam

Frederic’s Forest
‘I would plant,’ he said,’
if I could find somewhere,
The seed of heaven above,
But who will nurture it with care?
Who will water it with love?’
‘A kingdom is in this little seed,
though smaller there is none.
A good heart, my friend, is the
place It needs;
Can you find me one?’
‘Your heart is true,
I will plant it there,
-The seed of heaven above.
You must nurture it
with tender care
You must water it with love.’
‘Then yours of all the many seeds
Awaiting germinations start,
Will begin to swell, then burst, and
then proceed
To grow right through your heart!’

‘And you will grow and spread
your branches wide,
And shade and shelter be,
And all the birds of the
countryside
Will find your mighty tree;’
‘All the birds of the air
will come and go
In your leaves to take their rest
And in their song
beneath the bough
Your cool, green branches bless.’
‘A forest of trees I will plant
worldwide
And each a heaven tree,
A tree that will God’s love provide
And a joy for the poor will be.’

Sages
O sages, standing in God’s holy fire
as in the gold mosaic of a wall,
what exalted hymn or prayer
made you thus, to so enthrall?
We see that sanctity is fair
with holy beauty dignified,
was it pain, and blood, and fear,
that made your faces deified?
Or was it that you opened wide
your hearts and minds, and thought
about God’s absence, and tried,
by prayer and helpfulness,
with desire fraught,
to make God present here?
And so it is. God’s signature
upon your face is like a blessed star,
witnessed in wonder.
May we join them, and share.

Pat Cunneen
Whitfords Conference, WA
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Away in a manger

by A nthony T hornton

Dear Reader, before you
get upset with the editor
for the front cover, let
me make a confession. I
alone am to blame!
I wanted a cover that depicted
the Nativity minus the Christ-child
because I think we need to honestly
reflect on what Christmas has
become, as opposed to what it is
meant to be.
It is obvious to all of us that the
manger is now full of dazzling
presents, gift wrapped after having
been purchased at huge department
stores or, more and more, bought
online and delivered to the door.
Christmas is now just a dream-cometrue for the retail sector. The first
4
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Christmas, on the other hand, was a
dream-come-true for humanity.
The presence of Jesus in the manger
is not a polite or respectful nod to
religious sensitivities. It is not even
an assertion of traditional Christian
culture in the face of a society that is
characterised by many diverse religious
communities, many cultures and a
growing number of citizens who have
no religious affiliation whatsoever.
The presence of Jesus in the manger
is more important than that. It is the
presence of the poor. The presence of
Jesus, born on the margins of society,
is a radical statement about our God
being unequivocally on the side of the
poor. Taking the side of people who
are marginalised does not mean taking
a patronising or paternalistic attitude
towards people living in poverty. Quite
the opposite, it means taking both a
spiritual and a social stand in solidarity

with the oppressed. It means doing
something rather than observing from
a distance or, worse still, turning a
blind eye to poverty and inequality in
our midst.
Because the meaning of Christmas is
that the people who are cast out and
cast off are the actual presence of God;
that the Christ-child is God with us,
born on the margins, and thirty three
years later he will die on the margins,
executed as an outcast and a threat to
the social order.
Christ in the manger offers us a way to
live our lives that is of immeasurably
greater value than all the brightly
wrapped gifts and baubles in the
world.
So come let us adore Him! ♦
Anthony Thornton is the President of the
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council
of Australia.

disaster relief

The aftermath of
the Haiyan disaster
The Typhoon hit in the early hours
of November 8 and tragically more
than 4,500 people died. Transport
infrastructure and buildings were
destroyed, and access to medical
attention, food and fresh drinking
water became urgent priorities.

Through their turmoil and grief members and
volunteers of the Society in the Philippines
have managed to express their thanks to
the Australians who made donations and
would like to share with you these dramatic
photos of the large-scale clean-up effort that
continues to take place. ♦

Photos supplied by the Society for St Vincent de Paul Society Philippines

The St Vincent de Paul
Society in the Philippines
was on the ground to
provide emergency relief
following Typhoon Haiyan
last month.
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Public outcry in Darwin over
Operation Sovereign Borders
B y M i k e B owden

The Gospel of the 26th
Sunday [Luke 16:19-31]
has applications to
many aspects of life both
personal and social.
If we think of the ‘rich man’ as our
Australian society and ‘Lazarus’ as
asylum seekers knocking on our door
then perhaps the parable has a real
connection to this ethical catastrophe.
Listening and reflecting on the parable
led me to recall a meeting I attended in
Darwin recently.
It was at a public meeting in the
Supreme Court sponsored by the
Darwin legal community on Monday
evening 22nd September, where
Jeswynn Yogaratnam, a human rights
lawyer at Charles Darwin University,
expressed concern about the Operation
Sovereign Borders policies announced
during the first weekly briefing on the
same day by the Immigration & Border
Protection Minister Scott Morrison and
Commander Angus Campbell.
Minister for Immigration, Scott Morrison
has confirmed that Operation Sovereign
Borders is up and running, people
smugglers and boat people look out.
The previous Labor government at least
had the decency to undertake health
checks and provide inoculations for the
asylum seekers condemned to Manus
Island under the new PNG solution
policy. This may not necessarily be
the case under the new policy where
there is a commitment to transfer
unauthorised maritime arrivals who
arrive within 48 hours. Within 48 hours
of arriving at Christmas Island asylum
seekers can expect to be landed on
Manus. He did not say ‘safely landed’.
Manus is a topical island replete with a
number of endemic diseases likely to
be extremely dangerous to visitors not
used to the Tropics, perhaps suffering
from a run-down immune system,
or living with a pre-existing medical
6
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condition, let alone pregnant women and of Australia’s obligations under many
covenants it has signed at the United
babies and young children. Bad luck!
Nations, including the Convention on the
Jeswynn Yogaratnam outlined the legal
Right of the Child 1989.
shape of the “darkest days in our history
The new policy may also affect the right
in terms of our protection of asylum
to appeal to a negative determination
seekers as we move towards inferior
of refugee status and the right to legal
processing systems”. As former Prime
representation. This is in contravention
Minister Malcolm Fraser recently said
of Article 16 of the United Nations
there is “no limit to inhumanity” in
Convention relating to the Status of
relation to these policies.
Refugees [1951].
Mr Yogaratnam pointed out that the
Mr Yogaratnam’s talk was both inspiring
exercise with its military gusto appears
and depressing. From it we learned
to be one more fit for the Ministry
that our government is determined to
of Defence rather than the Ministry
“throw a shroud of secrecy” over the
for Immigration with its emphasis on
National Security and Territorial Integrity legal and political process by claiming it
is information pertaining to “operational
instead of human security.
matters”, [withholding information from
He demonstrated that Australia is now
the media and the public until the
in breach of international law since last
Minister feels fit to release it], to raise the
year’s amendments to the Migration Act
spectre of an invasion of our Territorial
1958 which in removing section 198A(3), Integrity or a risk to our National Security
which effectively required the Minister
to justify a piecemeal unravelling of
to be satisfied that the human rights
human rights protection in our nation.
standards of the offshore processing
Soon people may feel compelled to flee
jurisdiction is complied with. This was
Australia such is our terrible human rights
applied in the case concerning the
record.
Malaysian Solution where French CJ
found that s198A(3) was not satisfied.
Barrister Mark Thomas followed with an
Mr Yogaratnam added that this action
analysis even bleaker than that of the
by the government is in contravention
previous speaker. He provided three case

studies where he had acted as counsel
for asylum seekers making appeals
for residence in Australia. In each case
there was no contest by the government
over the legitimacy of refugee status.
Thomas saw his job as seeking to have a
‘non-conviction’ recorded for a criminal
offence in the country of arrival, in order
to allow the success of an application for
residence. All the men had committed
offences while in detention and the
charges were admitted. Thomas’ aim in
representing his clients in sentencing
was for the court to ‘not record a
conviction’.
A brief summary of his experience
would be – delay, delay, delay. Mr
Thomas was bold enough to suggest
that he doubted very much ‘if anybody
who was white with blue eyes’ would
be treated in this fashion in Australian
courts.
Mark Thomas commented on one of
the factors used in the determination
of acceptability for residence – ‘being
of good character’. If a person who
meets all other criteria fails this test he
or she cannot be admitted as a resident
and will have no status in the society,
minimal legal protection and no future.
He suggested that in his view the men
he had defended were of even better
character than himself. He said of one
man: “he had the courage to get here,
that makes him of good character in my
view!”
Mr Thomas reported that “all these men
were here through no fault of their own”
yet they had little control over their
futures which were bleak indeed. And
the reason they find themselves in “this
wintery landscape” is because “most
people, don’t give a damn”.
These poignant stories left the audience
shattered until Justine Davis from the
Darwin Asylum Seekers Support and
Advocacy Network [DASSAN] arrived at
the podium. Then things got worse.
Justine said that there could hardly be
a person of better character than Mark
Thomas who, despite his protestations

of humility, gave hours and hours of his
own time to representing these men.
But she added for the three cases Mark
recounted she had literally hundreds
more. She went on to say that Darwin
can expect to become the focus of
Australia’s asylum seekers policy as more
and more detainees are transported
to the city. She anticipates over 3,000
detainees in Darwin by years’ end. So
while the heinous PNG solution might
have stopped the flood of asylum
seekers from reaching our shores these
thousands of people already here are still
being subjected to inhumane policies
which can no longer be seen as a
deterrent and can only be seen as some
sort of punishment for be persecuted in
their country of origin.

Catholic Bishop of Darwin Eugene
Hurley who wrote a powerful open
letter on asylum seekers to our political
leaders before the election attended
the meeting. Despite his great record
in advocating for refugees and asylum
seekers both here and in his former
diocese of Port Pirie he might have to
queue to drive the dozer for Justine,
such was the powerful effect of her
address on the entire audience.

The questions thrown up by the
speakers are addressed to us all,
Catholic, Christian, Muslim, Buddhist,
Hindu, atheist alike. What are we
going to do to meet our Human Rights
obligations to these people whose lives
have been devastated well before they
got to Australia but now see only a
bleak Kafkaesque future before their
Justine hates speaking in public yet she
moved the audience with her transparent eyes in our Land of Plenty? But as
Catholics there can be no doubt of what
compassion and incredible energy. She
advocated that those at the meeting join we must do. These people are legally
and socially mute. We know how Jesus
DASSAN, volunteer to visit detainees,
healed the deaf, mute man [Mt 7:31-37].
write to politicians, rally in the streets,
We have to heal our nation by being the
agitate in their work places, offer housing
voice of these voiceless people. ♦
or a job, and just get involved in some
way. And then tongue in cheek she said
Michael Bowden is a member of the St Vincent
“if this didn’t work she had a bull dozer
de Paul Society Northern Territory and this article
outside!”
was first published in the NT Society News.

N ews in brief
Summary of Anti-Poverty
Week 2013
More than 400 activities were organised
for Anti-Poverty Week 2013 Australiawide. The national coordinators of the
event reported that this was the fourth
consecutive year in which the total has
exceeded 400 activities, having grown
from just nine activities when the Week
began in 2002. The St Vincent de Paul
Society was one of more than 500
organisations to convene or sponsor an
activity during the Week. They included
welfare agencies, community centres,
overseas aid organisations, religious

groups, schools and businesses plus
many more groups, too many to
mention here. People from hundreds
of other organisations attended at least
one activity. These events received
media attention as did several
major national publications that
were launched during the Week by
Anglicare Australia; Australian Council
of Social Service; The Benevolent
Society; Edith Cowan University;
National Rural Health Alliance;
University of Canberra; UnitingCare;
and the St Vincent de Paul Society’s
Two Australias Report. ♦
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Enough rope
by D r J ohn F al z on

Ever wondered how
the rich could possibly
begrudge expenditure on
the poor?
US economist Mark Thoma, writing in
The Fiscal Times about the downwards
envy that characterises debates about
equality and social spending, observed:
‘Rising inequality and differential
exposure to economic risk has caused
one group to see themselves as the
“makers” in society who provide for
the rest and pay most of the bills, and
the other group as “takers” who get all
the benefits.’
You couldn’t really get a better rephrasing and re-framing of the Prime
Minister’s favourite Menzies axiom that
‘we’re a nation of ‘lifters, not leaners.’
The problem with this view is that it is
built on a rather convincing lie. Thoma
goes on:
‘The upper strata wonders, “Why
should we pay... when we get little or
none of the benefits?”.... Even worse,
this social stratification leads those at
the top to begin imposing a virtue and
vice story....Those at the top did it all
by themselves....Those at the bottom,
on the other hand, are essentially
burning down their own houses just to
collect the fire insurance...’
According to this logic: welfare causes
poverty and inequality and you only
have to look at the lives of those
who are ‘welfare-dependent’ to be
convinced. This is like saying that
hospitals cause sickness and that you
only have to look at all the sick people
in hospitals to see how true this is. It’s
as if you could do away with sickness
by tearing the hospitals down.
Hospitals actually can cause sickness.
Along with the stories of healing come
some stories of harm. Parking people
on income-support payments when
they are able to work is no substitute
8
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for helping them into employment.
But this doesn’t mean that you help
people into employment by means
of cruelty and punishment. You don’t
build people up by putting them
down. You don’t help someone into
employment by pushing them into
poverty. Disability advocates have
long made the excellent point that
the idea of ‘disability’ largely depends
on how we structure our society and
our economy. If someone cannot
walk up the steps we can decide
as a society that it’s tough luck or
even that they should be blamed for
falling. On the other hand we can
be sensible and build a ramp. The
same goes for other experiences of
exclusion. Unemployment is painted
as a moral failure. The causes,
however, are primarily structural
rather than personal. For one thing
there are just not enough jobs. Then
there are issues such as inadequate
or inappropriate skills, housing stress
and homelessness, health problems,
and difficulties accessing transport or
childcare.

You don’t build people up by
putting them down. You don’t
help someone into employment
by pushing them into poverty.
Welfare payments, by themselves,
are not the solution to poverty and
inequality. But neither are they the
problem, any more than a hospital is
the problem that causes ill health.
The conditions for the creation of a
healthy population actually lie pretty
much outside the hospital. Nutrition, the
natural and built environment including
appropriate housing, income adequacy,
empowerment, social connectedness,
access to sport, recreation and cultural
activity, education... these are the social
determinants of health. They are why,
for example, the most disadvantaged
postcodes in Australia, according
to the COAG Reform Council, have
four times the number of avoidable
hospitalisations.
So too with our social security system.
An adequate income is crucial, which is

amount of rope to put them both on a
level playing field.”
Tackling inequality means giving
everyone enough rope. As things
stand we often think nothing of giving
extra rope to those who stand above
the wells while leaving those who are
stuck down the wells with nothing but
the view from below and the dream of
sunlight.

‘Rising inequality and
differential exposure
to economic risk has
caused one group to see
themselves as the “makers”
in society who provide
for the rest and pay most
of the bills, and the other
group as “takers” who get
all the benefits.’’
Mark Thoma
US economist

why, despite the constant ideological
resistance, we continue to advocate for
a much-needed $50 a week increase to
the Newstart payment (which currently
sits at 40% of the after-tax minimum
wage) and a change in the way it is
indexed. But income support is not
enough. We need to look at what locks
people out of the labour market. We’re
usually not talking about the need for
ramps instead of steps in this case.
We’re talking about bloody great walls
that we’ve built around people before
condemning them for lacking the
‘aspiration’ to scale them!
In October we marked Anti-Poverty
Week (October 13 to 19), an annual
national awareness event which aims
to engage communities in activities
to highlight or overcome issues of
poverty and hardship here in Australia
or overseas. During that week the
St Vincent de Paul Society National
Council of Australia released Two
Australias - A report on poverty in
the land of plenty, which outlines the
investments required to tackle social
inequality.

Tackling inequality means investing
in high quality social and economic
infrastructure for the benefit of all.
It means high quality education and
health being completely accessible to
everyone regardless of their income
or their postcode, their gender, the
colour of their skin, or their disability.
It means guaranteeing appropriate
housing rather than abandoning
people to a private rental market that
is notoriously bad at meeting the
needs of low-income households.
In 2004, Tom Calma, then Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Social
Justice Commissioner, explained
the difference between formal and
substantive equality:
“[I]f there are two people stuck
down two different wells, one of
them is 5m deep and the other is
10m deep, throwing them both 5m
of rope would only accord formal
equality. Clearly, formal equality does
not achieve fairness. The concept
of substantive equality recognises
that each person requires a different

Which brings us back to where we
started. Social spending, regardless
of the screams of blue murder from
those who have more than enough
rope, helps build greater equality. This
isn’t just good for the people stuck
down the wells. It’s good for everyone
since the higher the level of inequality
the higher the rates of crime, mortality
and physical and mental illness.
Inequality is literally bad for our
health. Social spending includes, but
does not stop at, income support for
the people who are outside the labour
market either because they are unable
to participate in paid employment,
due to such reasons as age or sickness
or caring responsibilities, or because
they are able to work but remain
unemployed or underemployed. Welltargeted spending is an investment
in the health and well-being of
the nation as well as in the overall
productivity and participation of the
population. It means spending on
education and training, on health,
housing, transport; all the important
elements of social as well as economic
infrastructure, without which we will
all be poorer as a nation. ♦
Dr John Falzon is the Chief Executive of the
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council of
Australia and the author of The Language of the
Unheard.
The original Two Australias report was prepared
in 2001 and authored by former diplomat Terry
McCarthy and economist and former senior
government advisor John Wicks.
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Come ye to Bethlehem 2013
B y B ishop P at P ower

“Joseph also went from the
town of Nazareth in Galilee
to Judea, to Bethlehem to
the city of David called
Bethlehem…” (Luke 2:4)
As we remind ourselves each year,
Joseph and Mary made their long
journey, compelled by a census. It
became a journey of joy as Mary gave
birth to a baby whom we call the
Prince of Peace.

To make the journey from Nazareth in
Israel to Bethlehem in the occupied
Palestinian territories today, Mary
and Joseph would have to cross
through approximately 70 Israeli
barriers - checkpoints, fences, walls and
barriers which would involve multiple
interrogations and delays – and they
would be lucky to be allowed through
at all.
These same barriers prevent shepherds
watching their flocks, either by day or by
night. Most people in Bethlehem have
been cut off from their grazing lands,
having significant economic effects. To
get work in nearby Jerusalem means
being able to get a special permit, which
are difficult and few in number.
The Magi would probably not have
been able to get anywhere near
Bethlehem, and the Holy Family
certainly couldn’t have fled to Egypt
when the threats to life began.
As I write, there are reports of Israeli
settlers throwing rocks at Palestinian
cars entering Bethlehem, and destroying
Palestinian olive trees. A new film made
by Israeli and Palestinian filmmakers titled
Bethlehem is dubbed a ‘dark thriller’ for its
close-up portrayal of life in the
West Bank.
10
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Painting by Dora McPhee

As we sing Christmas carols we are
invited to think of Bethlehem on the
night when Jesus was born. This year
I’d invite you to think also of what
Bethlehem has become today.

An artist’s depiction of the wall Joseph and Mary would see if they travelled to
Bethlehem today.
So is there a bright shining star over
Bethlehem today that guides us to the
Christ?
Indeed there is! Ask any who have
taken the road to Bethlehem – and they
will speak of the life of Christ lived out
among the people.
Firstly in this place there is such
assurance of things hoped for, the
conviction of things not seen. That while
the reality of life stands so bleakly people know without a doubt that God
continues to dwell amongst the people,
and that the love of God will prevail.
You can hear the convictions of Christ
from Church leaders, who speak with
the words of the prophets calling for
justice and mercy.
And of the many Christian organisations
in Bethlehem there are so many people

I invite you to behold the
Bethlehem story of today
and enter the story of the
journey of Christ.
who follow the way of Christ – to both
resist evil and love our enemies.
I invite you to behold the Bethlehem
of today and enter the story of the
journey of Christ. The parallels of the
suffering of the people today with the
story of Jesus’ entry to this world allow
us to enter the story of Christ’s entry to
our world in a profound way. Because
the journey of Christ, though it comes
through suffering, is always a journey
of joy. ♦
Bishop Pat Power is a member of the Palestine
Israel Ecumenical Network www.pien.org.au For
some Advent reflections from Christian Palestinian
leaders, please see www.kairospalestine.ps

facts

Factsheet 2: Affordable healthcare
– treating chronic wounds
Chronic wounds
affect around 270,000
Australians, many
of who are elderly
and surviving on low
incomes. According to
the Australian Wound
Management Association,
access to appropriate and
affordable treatment is a
major healthcare problem
in Australia.
The Facts
• Chronic wounds affect around
270,000 Australians
• More than 25% of residents in
Aged Care Facilities have a wound
• Compression therapy (using
bandages) costs between $30-50
a week
• Venous leg ulcers alone cost
Australia $27.5 in out of pocket
costs for bandages per year
• Providing easy and affordable
access to the right treatments
could save the government $166
million per year

Wounds and ulcers are associated
with diseases such as diabetes,
which disproportionately affect
people experiencing disadvantage
or surviving on low incomes. Most
suffers are elderly and a quarter
of people in aged care affected by
chronic wounds. Without proper
treatment, chronic wounds can lead to
serious complications, such as serious
infections, gangrene and amputations.
Treatments for chronic wounds cost
from $30 to 50 a week. For a pensioner,
subsisting on $356 a week, this cost
is prohibitively high, at 10% of their
weekly income. This means that people

on low incomes and pensions are
not only more likely to suffer from
wounds, they are unable to afford
best-practice care and are often
missing out – their wounds take longer
to heal than necessary, raising the risk
of complications.
Vital treatments for wounds – such as
bandages and compression materials
– are not covered on Medicare or the
pharmaceutical benefits scheme. We
believe this needs to change, and we
need your help to do it.
The first step in creating better
access to wound treatment is raising
awareness of the issue. If wound
care is a problem in your local area,
we urge you to write to your federal
member and inform them of the facts.
We also want to capture people’s
experiences to help make politicians
understand the seriousness of this
problem. We are encouraging members
to document stories in their local area
and include them in their letters to
parliamentarians. To help us take this
issue up with the Federal Government,
we plan to use these letters and stories

as the basis for a campaign to lobby
the government over the need to
include bandages in Medicare. ♦
This fact sheet on affordable healthcare and
treatment for chronic wounds was prepared by
Gemma Carey from the Society’s National Office.

What we need you to do
• Document stories in your area
• Write to your local Federal and
State MPs using a form letter that
can be found on the St Vincent
de Paul Society website under the
National Publications section. The
direct link is: www.vinnies.org.au/
page/Publications/National/The_
Record/Affordable_healthcare__
treating_chronic_wounds/
• Please send a copy of this letter to
your local MP in the first instance,
and then kindly send a copy of
the letter to the National Council
office at: The St Vincent de Paul
Society National Council, PO Box
243, Deakin West, ACT 2600.

st vincent de pa u l society a u stralia
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policy concerns

Poverty in a prosperous country
On October 17th the
St Vincent de Paul Society
National Council of
Australia released Two
Australias – a report on
poverty in the land of plenty.

situation, rather than just their
income and their wealth. It includes
their employment, their education
and skills, their mental and physical
health, their social connectedness,
their sense of self-empowerment
and self-determination, the strength
and quality of their community, and
their personal safety.

The release of the 20-page report
coincided with Anti-Poverty Week
2013 and garnered national media
coverage. A copy of the report and an
explanatory cover letter was also sent to
federal parliamentarians. The following
two-page summary of the report was
prepared for members, volunteers and
employees of the Society.
In 2001, the St Vincent de Paul
Society released its ‘Two Australias’
Report, which highlighted the levels
of disadvantage and inequality in
Australian society.
Since then, things have changed.
Australia’s population has grown by
four million, while our unemployment
rate has fallen. We have weathered the
Global Financial Crisis well, and now
have one of the strongest economies
in the world. Our GDP is high, and our
cities are consistently rated amongst the
most liveable.
However, poverty is still on the rise.
Every day members of the St Vincent
de Paul Society witness the fact that
in 2013 there remains a large group
of Australians who are consistently
disadvantaged in a range of ways.

A copy of the report the Society released
during Anti-Poverty Week 2013.

of Australians live in income poverty:
a family income less than 50% of
the median household income. This
means that close to three million
Australians live in a household
where the annual income is below
$19,967. Among these, Australians
are: the eldery, single-parent families
and people who have been made
redundant.
Over the last 40 years full-time wages
have increased by 59% for highincome jobs, but by only 15% for the
lowest income jobs.
While the poorest fifth of households
have not seen an increase in their
wealth over the last 10 years, the
richest fifth have increased their
wealth by almost 30% in the same
time.
When compared to other developed
countries, Australia performs poorly
on income inequality measures. Out
of 34 developed countries, we are the
ninth most unequal.

There is clear evidence that, similar
to income and wealth inequality,
there are large numbers of
Australians who are experiencing
a high degree of social exclusion.
The former government-appointed
Australian Social Inclusion Board
estimated that around 5% of the
working age population (or 645,
000 people) experienced social
exclusion or multiple and complex
disadvantage (at least three of the
six indicators of exclusion) in 2010.

1.3 Who are the
disadvantaged?
While income poverty, low wealth,
deprivation, and social exclusion
can and do affect people in a wide
range of situations, and from a wide
range of backgrounds, the St Vincent
de Paul Society has found that the
people we assist often have certain
characteristics, which appear to have
led to their being disadvantaged and
treated unfavourably by society and
the economy.

1.1 Income & wealth

1.2 Deprivation & social
exclusion

Immigrants and Indigenous
Australians and those living in public
housing are particularly vulnerable
when it comes to social exclusion.
Single people and lone parents
experience more social exclusion
than couples, and long-term health
conditions and limited education are
also correlated with social exclusion.
People experiencing social exclusion
are also three times less likely to
have completed Year 12. ♦

Income inequality is significant in
Australia, and growing. At present, 13%

Measuring social exclusion means
looking at the whole of a person’s

The full report is available at vinnies.org.au in
the publications section.

Whether measured in terms of real
income, social exclusion or multiple
deprivation factors, this gap between
the two Australias is clearly visible and,
arguably, increasing. Australia is now
the 9th most unequal OECD country.

1. Disadvantage –
Australia Today
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2. Recommendations for government action
Address under
employment

Address cost of
living pressures

Addressing
homelessness

Adequate
supports to
asylum seekers

Provide economic
participation
payments to
those who are
unemployed and
under employed

Review current
price index,
taxation, rebate
and concession
arrangements
with a view to
developing a
comprehensive cost
of living strategy

Provide rental
rebates and
concessions that
reflect the increases
in the rental market

Allow asylum
seekers the right
to undertake
training and give
them the right to
work

Honour the
promised $4 a
week supplement
and increase
Newstart
Only allow
negative gearing
on low cost
housing

Commit to continue
and increase the
scale of the National
Rental Affordability
Scheme and invest
in affordable
housing
Commit to the
target in the
White Paper on
Homelessness to
halve homelessness
by 2020

To raise the necessary funds:
• Decrease revenue foregone in tax exemptions for trusts, capital gains tax and
concessions around super.
• Increase tax rates as Australia has one of the lowest rates of tax in the world.
• Tax luxury goods at a higher rate.

st vincent de pa u l society a u stralia
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health | G emma C arey

What are the social
determinants of health?
B y G emma C arey

The ‘social determinants of
health’ is simply another
name for the type of social
problems the St Vincent
de Paul Society works to
address, such as housing,
income insecurity, poor
access to education and
disadvantage.
Public health research has shown
that these social issues are the
primary cause of health problems like
cardiovascular disease, diabetes and
obesity. Socioeconomic position can
predict who develops and eventually
succumbs to heart disease, diabetes,
respiratory disease and particular
cancers.1
As well as the obvious material
deprivation, socioeconomic status
also has a profound effect on the
psychological and physiological
resources we need to make the most
of the opportunities we have. For
example, women from disadvantaged
backgrounds are more likely to have
lower birth weight babies. Low birth
weight is strongly associated with
long-term health outcomes.
Health is now understood to follow
a social gradient. If we think of this
‘gradient’ as a ladder, from the bottom
to the top each rung indicates where
particular groups sit within society.
The social, economic and political
environments in which people
live determine which rung they sit
on, and whether they are able to
move between the rungs.2 People in
disadvantaged groups are on the lower
rungs and struggle to move up the
ladder.
This is illustrated by Figure 1., which is
a graph of childhood development by
socioeconomic status. It demonstrates
that children who have low cognitive
scores at 22 months, but grow up
14
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in families of high socioeconomic
position, improve as they age. Children
who grow up in families with a low
socioeconomic position who have high
scores decline as they age. If children
who grow up in these families have
low scores to start with, they never
catch up. This research highlights how
inequities become entrenched and
limit people’s life chances.
Overall, the poorer people are,
the shorter lives they lead and the
more time they spend unwell. The
relationship between socioeconomic
status and health is so close,
that differences in health across
communities can tell us how unequal a
society is.
For over a decade, the World Health
Organisation has been challenging
governments to address the social

Overall, the poorer people
are, the shorter lives they
lead and the more time they
spend unwell.
determinants of health. In Australia,
interest has growth considerably in
the last 12 months. 2013 saw the
establishment of the Australian Social
Determinants of Health Alliance (now
with over seventy organisational
members) and the Senate Inquiry into
the Social Determinants of Health.
This is good news for the charitable
and community sector – public health
is a powerful ally. The realisation
that social issues create poor health
brings a wider range of professionals,
and sectors, to the table on issues of
social disadvantage.

Figure 1. Childhood development by socioeconomic status.

Public health has an impressive
history of public advocacy and policy
change, based on ground breaking
research. A recent groundbreaking
public health study revealed that
poverty has a greater impact on
child development than the use of
cocaine during pregnancy. This type
of research packs a serious punch
when it comes to advocating for
social policy change.
Health is also the number one area
of government spending, at 19% of
the budget. As a comparison, welfare
spending (such as services delivered
by the community sector and cash
payments like Newstart) makes up
just 0.004% of the government’s
budget.
Presently, social determinants of
health researchers are advocating

A recent ground-breaking
public health study revealed
that poverty has a greater
impact on childhood
development than the use of
cocaine during pregnancy.
for governments to offer assistance
right across the ‘gradient’. This means
not only helping people experiencing
disadvantage (although they receive
more help than other groups),
but offering universal services to
everyone. This is because we need to
fix the social, economic and political
circumstances that lead to disadvantage.
If we do not do this, then every person
we give a ‘hand up’ out of poverty will
be replaced by someone else who has
slipped down the ‘ladder’.

Linking health to welfare and
disadvantage opens new doors
for policy change. Public health
researchers bring new knowledge,
fresh arguments and new resources to
the challenge. The community services
sector and public health researchers
and practitioners can achieve
exponentially more than either can on
their own. ♦
Gemma Carey is a Research Officer with
St Vincent de Paul National Council and a
Research Affiliate with the Centre for Excellence
Intervention and Prevention Science. She holds
a PhD in social policy and population health,
and has published on the relationships between
social inequalities, health and social policy.
1

Davey Smith, G. (ed.).Inequalities in Health: Life
Course Perspectives. Policy Press,Bristol, UK, 2003

2

Wood, L., Giles-Corti, B 2006, ‘Social determinants
of health: Healthway review’, Report prepared for
the WA Health Promotion Foundation (Healthway).
School of Population Health, The University of
Western Australia, Perth.
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welfare | M aree O ’ H alloran

Don’t pass the Centrelink parcel
by M aree O ’ H alloran

Centrelink and Australia
Post both deliver important
public services in their
own right. If Centrelink
were just a transactional
service, there may be some
merit in considering an
expansion of Centrelink
services if the major risk
management issues could
be ameliorated.
However, Centrelink is not just a
transactional service. It is therefore
hard to know how Australia Post could
undertake Centrelink discretionary
decision-making and service delivery
roles without a major loss to people
who need help.
Australia has one of the most complex
welfare systems in the OECD. This level
of complexity requires highly skilled
and trained employees to ensure that
social security law is applied in a fair,
transparent and impartial manner. One
concern about outsourcing this work
to Australia Post is that the frontline
employees at the counter will be
expected to understand all the day-today Australian Post issues as well as all
the social security and Centrelink issues.
Furthermore, while Centrelink is the
most complained about agency in the
country, Australia Post is the second
most complained about. In 2012-13,
Centrelink accounted for 28% of all
complaints to the Commonwealth
Ombudsman and Australia Post
accounted for 20%.
Many of the Centrelink complaints
related to staff shortages and lengthy
waiting times for service, decisionmaking and review of decisions.
Centrelink doesn’t always get
discretionary decisions right. However,
outsourcing the problem won’t make
it go away; it will just be hidden from
view.
16
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Centrelink, Innaloo,Western Australia

In 2012-13 the Department of
Human Services administered $149.4
billion in payments, or around 39
per cent of all Government outlays.
A Government decision to deliver
those payments and all Centrelink
decision-making through Australia
Post shops would require very strong
risk management processes. The cost
of establishing new risk management
process in Australia Post may be hard
to justify given that these processes
are already in place for Centrelink.
The way people are doing their
business with Centrelink is changing
and this is affecting the way that
Centrelink operates. There are
benefits and cost savings to be
gained by migrating people to
convenient and cheaper online
service channels. However, the
switch to these channels must still
be an individual choice if we are not

Australia has one of the
most complex welfare
systems in the OECD.
to see the digital divide exacerbate
the disadvantage already confronting
some people in our society.

Problems at Centrelink
Last year there were 46,243 complaints
to Centrelink’s internal feedback line.
• In 2012-13 the top five complaint
categories by volume were:
• access to call centre (23%);
• staff knowledge and practice (19%);
• decision making (12%);
• staff attitude (11%) and,
• Interactive Voice Response (6%).
There were 123,526 internal reviews
undertaken by Centrelink in 2012-13

Another case involved an Indigenous
man from Victoria who was mistakenly
placed on income management while
visiting his daughter in the Northern
Territory.
A critical finding of the Ombudsman’s
analysis of complaints about income
management was that Centrelink had
persistently failed to “learn from its
mistakes”.
Under-resourcing can lead to
inconsistent and poor quality in
Centrelink’s decision making, and
leave staff poorly informed about the
complex rules that they are required to
administer.
The ability to have a Centrelink
decision reviewed is under threat as a
result of inadequate resourcing. When
incorrect decisions are made the lives of
many vulnerable families, individuals,
families and children are made harder.
The Centrelink review and appeals
system is under considerable strain. It is
not uncommon to hear of delays of six
months, or more.
resulting in 36.1% of decisions
being overturned, up from 32.7% in
2011-12.
In 2012-13 there were 12,147
appeals lodged with the Social
Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT),
which is independent of Centrelink.
Last year there was a 9% increase
and the numbers of people seeking
an independent review of a decision
that Centrelink had made. This
translated to an extra 1,053 SSAT
appeals.
Three in every ten applications
lodged with the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal (AAT) were Social
Security appeals. During 2012-13
there were 1,919 customer appeals
at the AAT. Disability Support
Pension cases accounted for most of
the 29% increase in social security
appeals at the AAT that occurred
over the last year.

The Ombudsman received a total of
5093 complaints about Centrelink
in 2012-13. The Ombudsman
expressed disappointment that that
Centrelink “has not made the most of
opportunities to fix deeper problems
and improve its administration of
income management”. In 2012, the
Ombudsman released a scathing report
on Centrelink’s handling of income
management, especially as it related to
exemptions from Income Management.

The Ombudsman received
a total of 5093 complaints
about Centrelink in 2012-13.

Commission of Audit
Whilst there are dangers ahead with the
Commission of Audit, perhaps it offers
the opportunity for the welfare sector to
argue for improved Centrelink services.
What do we want?
• fair and timely internal Centrelink
reviews;
• people not left behind in a “digital
divide”;
• improved Centrelink correspondence;
• simplified reporting requirements; and,
• shorter, more reasonable waiting times
by telephone or in the office.

The Ombudsman documented cases
involving seven Indigenous people on
When do we want it? Now! ♦
income management who had their rent
deducted from social security payments Maree O’Halloran is Director of the National
despite the fact they were not liable to
Welfare Rights Network. For more information
go to: www.welfarerights.org.au
pay rent for their dwellings.
st vincent de pa u l society a u stralia
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life lessons

Smoking and compounding disadvant
– the new movement to empower people to quit smoking
B y R i k S u therland
and G emma C arey

While Australia’s average
level of smoking is amongst
the lowest in the world,
rates of smoking are not
spread evenly among our
population: there are some
particular groups for
whom smoking is much
more common than others.
For example, smoking rates amongst
people living in low socio-economic
geographic areas in Australia are twice
as high as those who live in affluent
areas. But it is not only geography that
matters: people who are unemployed
and underemployed, are sole parents,
have a mental health issue, have a
substance use problem, are in prison,
are experiencing homelessness, or
are Aboriginal and/or a Torres Strait
Islander have much higher rates of
smoking than the general population.
The difference in smoking
rates between advantaged and
disadvantaged groups is concerning
to all those who work with and
care about those on the fringes of
our society. High smoking rates
increase other health problems, while
the financial cost of smoking may
mean that people on low wages are
unable to afford basic necessities
such as food. When these issues
build on one another, it means that
smoking significantly contributes
to disadvantage – compounding
the barriers faced by people living
in poverty through financial costs,
tobacco-related illnesses, and
premature death. And the issues
extend beyond the individual smoker:
smoking affects non-smokers via
second-hand smoke, and smoking
tends also to be passed from parents
and carers to their children.
There are multiple reasons for the
entrenched link between disadvantage
18
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Another reason that
smoking persists among
disadvantaged groups is that
service providers have also
tended to normalise smoking
for these populations

However, the high rate of smoking
we see in disadvantaged groups is
also because we, as a society, have
not been very effective in giving
these people the same opportunities
to quit as we have given more
affluent groups. The design of many
tobacco interventions – such as media
campaigns – tends to appeal more to
and smoking. In part, it is a result
wealthy people with higher education.
of social and cultural factors. For
For example, ‘data’ driven campaigns,
example, smoking is often normalised
that try to encourage people to quit
amongst disadvantaged groups, where
by listing facts and figures, work better
smoking may provide a chance to
for higher socioeconomic groups.
chat and increase social connections,
Similarly, anti-smoking campaigns often
help strengthen your group’s identity
feature only Caucasian actors, speaking
and culture, or a way to relax. These
English: this limits the appeal to
cultural influences are part of a broader smokers of other ethnic and linguistic
range of factors that are beyond
backgrounds. Moreover, smoking
smokers’ control, but that contribute
reduction techniques (patches, support
to smoking, factors also including the
groups, etc.) may be expensive or
family we are born into, where we
difficult to access in poorer or remote
went to school, and the place where we
communities.
live. It is now clear and beyond dispute
Another reason why smoking persists
that health behaviours, like whether or
among disadvantaged groups is that
not we smoke, are not just a question
service providers have also tended
of ‘choice’, but are heavily influenced
by these kinds of broader factors.
to normalise smoking for these

ntage
decrease their use of tobacco. Service
providers are in an ideal position,
as they have frequent contact with
disadvantaged people who want to
quit smoking, and often already have
a relationship of trust with them.

photo by jeremy yuen

One approach that is
having great success
and becoming
increasingly popular
is making services
smoke-free ...

populations. According to the National
Preventative Health Association, people
who are disadvantaged and accessing
services are less likely to be asked by
health and welfare professionals if they
would like to quit smoking: there is
an understandable view that smoking
isn’t really a problem, and that other
issues should be dealt with first.
However, the majority of people who
are experiencing disadvantage indicate
that they would like to quit, that they
would be responsive if offered help
quitting, and evidence shows that very
many are indeed able to quit with the
right support.
To address the entrenched link
between smoking and disadvantage,
more ‘targeted’ programs for specific
disadvantaged groups need to be
combined with current ‘whole of
population’ approaches that help
people make the choice to quit (such
as cigarette taxes and public smoking
bans). Here, social and community
service providers have an important
role to play in enabling people to

The first step that all social and
community services can take is
to review and revise their smokefree policies and change their
organisational culture so that smoking
is de-normalised. One approach that
is having great success and becoming
increasingly popular is to make
services ‘smoke free’: those people
who are receiving assistance and staff
are not allowed to smoke on the site
of a particular facility. Although often
met with resistance at first, in the
mid- to long-term smoke free services
have been shown to empower large
numbers of people using the service
to successfully quit smoking for good.
For services within the Society
that wish to tackle smoking, the
National Preventative Health Agency
recommends:
• Making sure services take a nonjudgemental, holistic and empowering
approach.
• Recognising the sometimes important
role that smoking plays in people’s
lives.
• Combining counselling and cessation
services with quitting medications.
• Subsiding quitting medications for
disadvantaged groups (in 2011, the
Australian Government placed these
medications on the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme, yet they are still
underutilised by disadvantaged
groups).
For more information about this issue,
feel free to contact the National Office,
at research@svdp.org.au ♦
This article was compiled by Rik Sutherland
and Gemma Carey, research officers for the St
Vincent de Paul Society National Council of
Australia.

Case study: The
Woolshed, South Australia
The Woolshed is a 24-bed therapeutic
community for people experiencing
drug and alcohol issues. Based in
regional South Australia, The Woolshed
has been completely smoke free
for over three years: no one on the
premises smokes, including staff, and
visitors. This extends to when groups
leave The Woolshed for day trips.
To begin creating a smoke free
environment, residents of The
Woolshed were gently introduced to
the idea and the benefits of going
‘smoke free’. Staff were careful to
present the information in a positive
light and take an approach that was
empowering. Residents decided
which areas would be ‘no smoking’
during the transition to a smoke free
environment. They provided rewards
to people who quit smoking, and
created a count-down calendar to the
day The Woolshed would go smoke
free. People are now always offered a
range of support services to help them
quit, including nicotine replacement
therapy, counselling, phone counselling
and diversion therapy.
Since going smoke free, the number
of people attending The Woolshed has
remained the same: and no one has left
the program, or turned down a place
there, simply because they would not
be allowed to smoke while living in the
facility. The Woolshed community has
become more cohesive, with smokers
no longer going outside for a smoke
break, but instead finding other ways
to spend time together, including sports
and crafts.
Giving people the choice and the
right tools to quit smoking has created
greater personal responsibility. Those
people who have since left the
program have saved up to $70 a week.
They say that they feel healthier, and
can taste and smell again. ♦
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Help Relgious Sisters - the unsung heroines in the Church

SVDP

Sr Lucia a religious
sister from Italy rendering assistance to
the poor in Ethiopia

The Papal rosary designed by the Vatican rosary
makers will be sent out to all those who assist this
cause and tick this box.

social justice | D an u sia Kas k a

Revolution:
the work of Frederic Ozanam
by D an u sia Kas k a

This year we made history
in the St Vincent de Paul
Society with staging a play
on the work and life of our
Founder, Fredric Ozanam.
The production illustrated
the origins of the St Vincent
de Paul Society through
the life of this remarkable
young man, who continues
to inspire people today.
This is the first time in Australia that
an historical production on the life
of Frederic has ever been done and
the Society of Tasmania were the
fore-runners to do this! Members from
interstate even came down to see it as
it was a very unique and special event
to be held.
The play, called ‘Revolution: the
work of Frederic Ozanam’, is based
on the life of our Founder, Frederic
Ozanam, who started the St Vincent
de Paul Society 180 years ago as a
young student in Paris. It is a very
inspirational story that was told in
a dramatic way by the students of
Guilford Young College in Hobart.
The students worked so hard to
research Ozanam and write the script,
practise the dramatization, learn
Tony Brennan’s (Southern Regional
President) original song and showcase
it in a wonderful and outstanding way!
They portrayed the extraordinary life of
Frederic during the French Revolution
and depicted his works in a creative
and meaningful way. They did all of
this without any cost to the Society and
in the middle of exams for some of the
Year 12 students. The students in the
performance were from Years 11 and
12, as well as some past students of
Guilford Young College who are now
undertaking studies at University. The
students were superbly directed under
the expert direction of Production
Manager and teacher, Patricia Kempa.

It was a great honour and
privilege for the Society
in Tasmania to have a
production of this calibre
produced and showcased
in our State.

to have a production of this calibre
produced and showcased in our State.
A DVD of the play will be available
for purchase. The following link will
take you to Tony Brennan’s song,
“Social Questions”, performed by the
students at the show in Hobart.

During Frederic’s life time he
advocated against many injustices,
including slavery, the absence of
protection for workers, child labour
as well as for better health and
education services. Frederic worked
and served in his community. He laid
the foundation and created a vision for
thousands of men and women who
have since served and continue to
serve with hope and dedication in the
St Vincent de Paul Society. “In my life
I want to become better and do a little
good.” Frederic Ozanam.
In the last 180 years the St Vincent de
Paul Society has been working hard to
help alleviate poverty and we continue
to do the work that Frederic started
out back then as a 20 year old student
in Paris. It was a great honour and
privilege for the Society of Tasmania

http://youtu.be/58LdXXy5dII
The play also provided important
promotion for the Society, with
interviews on the ABC radio both
in Hobart and the North of the State
about ‘Revolution’ at length, articles
appeared in both ‘The Mercury’ and
‘The Examiner’ newspapers and it
was promoted on community and
commercial radio. Some people in the
audience remarked that they knew
nothing of the history of the Society
prior to attending and were greatly
inspired by the story. Young people
reflected that they didn’t realise
the Society was founded by young
University students and this was a
great inspiration to them. ♦
Danusia Kaska is the State Membership
Manager for the St Vincent de Paul Society
(Tasmania) Inc.
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THE MAIL
Feedback on
Immersion
coverage
To the Editor,
I am writing to you to thank
you for your outstanding
coverage of the Immersion
Program in the Record
(Spring 2013) - hoping it
will inspire more people
to take on the personal
challenge of understanding
the Indigenous culture
more.
For the last 12 years I
have been a committed
Young Vinnies member
in Victoria. Last year I
was selected to go on
the National Immersion
Program and it challenged my
thinking about social justice in the
midst of other cultures and customs
and how the Vinnies philosophy
fits into that. I was challenged so
much that I felt a calling to come
and teach here in Wadeye, NT
(which is just up the road - 40km
from Palumpa where the immersion
program is run) at the beginning of
the year.

‘Vinnies Mob’ often and I know that
both sides have been touched by
Christ in their encounters with each
other. I will take The Record out there
this weekend and give the Community
the copies I have so they can see the
community name in print!

Festival in Melbourne. For some of
them it was their first experience on a
plane or in a place other than Wadeye
or Darwin. It would be great if readers
of the Record keep them in your
prayers and follow their progress in
years to come.

I travel out to Palumpa regularly
and still feel extremely welcome
there alongside all of the
community. We chat about the

On a side note - we had a group
of young Indigenous people from
Wadeye and Palumpa who went to
the recent Australian Catholic Youth

Sincerely
Emily Wardeiner
Wadeye, NT

AustrAliAn religious DiAry 2014
‘From a church worker’s point of view, I find this to be a most useful diary’ (Insights).
Beautifully illustrated with religious art from the 2010 Blake Prize entries.
Liturgical readings for every day of the year – the perfect companion for your daily prayer.
Saints days, public holidays, UN days and more – a valuable resource for every day.

AUStrALIAN rELIgIoUS DIAry 2014 rrp $32.00 (incl gSt)
Available from your religious bookstore or direct from the publisher.
David Lovell Publishing Po Box 44 Kew East VIC 3102 tel 03 9859 0000

topic | a u t h o r

The St Vincent de Paul Society received letters from two grade five students at St John’s
Lutheran School in Jindera. The students have been studying aid organisations and
The Epistle to the Galatians (St Paul’s letter to the Galatians).
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from the archives | M I C H A E L M O R A N

Old works, new things
by michael moran

Our most central and constant work
has been to visit people wherever need
places them, at home, in hospital or
prison. The Society’s ‘special works’, on
the other hand, have often changed. We
have worked for homeless people since
our beginnings in the 1880s but many
of our other works such as night patrols
and ministries to refugees and those who
suffer from mental illness are relatively
‘new things’ in our history.
Some of the ‘old things’ we did in the
past might surprise younger Vincentians
today.
Did you know, for example, that we
once ran a job agency? In 1935, during
the Great Depression, we set up an
‘Australian Employment Bureau’ located
in the heart of Sydney. It operated
through a network of personal contacts
with Society members. Each Conference
appointed a member as ‘Employment
Officer’, passing news of vacancies to
a central manager who liaised with
employers and job-seekers.

Sam Hood, State Library of NSW

We are created to do good
works (Ephesians 2:10) but
also encouraged to do new
things (Isaiah 43:19). The
Rule calls the Society to do
both by responding to the
needs of the day.
Catholic Boy Scouts on parade at
St Patrick’s College, Manly 1931

century, beginning in the 1880s. Every
week members of the Society visited
ships in port to offer companionship and
spiritual support to sailors. In some ports
we provided clubs, entertainment and
Christmas dinners on shore for sailors.
On any weekend when picnic grounds
and playing fields around Australia were
populated by pleasure-seekers, members
of the St Vincent de Paul Society could
be found on ships in more than a
dozen ports, from Bowen and Mackay
in Queensland to Burnie in Tasmania,
Wallaroo and Port Pirie in South Australia,
and Geraldton in Western Australia. This
work passed out of the Society’s hands
in the 1960s and became the Apostleship
of the Sea under the Catholic Bishops
Conference.

Scouts. The Watchman, a polemical
Sydney newspaper denounced ‘the
encroachments of Rome’ on Scouting but
ceased publication shortly afterwards,
perhaps with divine assistance.
An exasperated Commissioner of Scouts
complained: ‘Every now and again
someone who knows nothing about the
boy scout organisation spreads a report
that it is run by the military, or by the
theosophists, or by some other body ...
some people have got it into their heads
that the Roman Catholics are going to
control the movement’.
Defence of the Faith was the real
motive. The Scouts comprised ‘open
troops’, which everyone could join, and
‘closed troops’ confined to members of
a particular church or religion. In 1925
Catholic boys were joining open troops,
and this alarmed Church leaders. They
feared that the faith of Catholic boys was
not strong enough to survive mixing
with people from other churches. The
solution was to establish closed troops
for Catholics only.

Not a takeover but peaceful coexistence
followed. If no Catholic Boy Scout could
attend a scouting parade or function of a
religious nature which was attended by
ministers of other Churches or at which
Our involvement in another long-standing prayers other than Catholic were read, in
special work arose from a chance meeting all other respects Catholic Scouts were
between the Archbishop of Sydney and a simply scouts.
priest, Father Daniel Hogan MSC, in 1925. The Catholic Section of the Boy Scouts
The two met on a train at Wyong on the Association became a Special Work of
The aims of the Bureau were to assist
central coast of NSW. Between Wyong
young and unskilled people, and to
the Society. We formed parish troop
and Sydney they managed to concoct
help older people who sought work but
committees, served as scoutmasters and
a scheme for setting up Catholic Boy
were left destitute by the harsh years
organised camps and competitions.
Scout troops under the supervision of the The last were covered regularly by this
of the Depression. Sometimes the latter
Society. It is not known if the Society was journal, The Record. In turn the Scouts
were too malnourished to start work
straightaway. The Society not only helped consulted first, but we took to the task
collected for our centres, distributed
enthusiastically.
them find jobs and represented them to
Society literature and helped out at
employers; it ‘fed them up’ and helped
Society functions
Those were sectarian days. Some
restore their health. The Bureau placed
Catholics had been suspicious of the
The Society continued its scouting work
hundreds of people in jobs each year
Scouts and some Protestants feared
into the 1980s. One wonders what ‘new
until the early 1940s.
the Catholics. Catholics of an Irish
things’ we may be called to do in the
background had been inclined to see the future. ♦
A more enduring special work, now
Scouts as militaristic and imperialistic and
passed into history, was the Society’s
mission to seafarers. This was one of our perhaps just too British. Some Protestants Michael Moran is the St Vincent de Paul Society
National Council of Australia Archivist.
saw a Catholic plot to take over the
biggest activities for the best part of a
st vincent de pa u l society a u stralia
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reflection

Committing to the common good
The following reflection
was written by a high
school student, Thomas
Ross, who volunteered
for the first time as a
leader on a Kids Camp
in Western Australia in
July 2013. His words
are a testament to the
extraordinary work the
Society’s youth members
do across Australia and
how volunteering with the
St Vincent de Paul Society
develops not only the
people we serve, but also
ourselves.
During the first four days of the July
school holidays, myself and others
wanting to help the Perth community
embarked on a camp with 40 children
who came from families in need.
These children’s families had, at one
stage, reached out to the St Vincent
de Paul Society for aid, monetary
assistance or just general support.
The purpose of this camp was to
give the kids, ranging in age from 8
to 13, an enjoyable experience and a
memory that they could recall fondly.
It also provided some alleviation for
the families if they needed a few
days of rest from caring for their
children, helping both child and
parents. Personally, this camp altered
my evaluation of the importance
of community service for our own
personal being. Initially, I had little
expectation of how much I would
enjoy the experience and how great
an effect it would have on the kids
but by the end, I was surprised at how
incredible the four days had been.
Helping the kids involved a few key
aspects: guiding and encouraging
the kids to participate in activities
and engage in the camp in a positive
manner; helping them to feel
comfortable and have an enjoyable
26
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I felt a sense of
achievement which I have
rarely felt before, justifying
the thought that the best
thing we can do for
ourselves is to help others.

in activities came naturally, improving
their camp experience which was the
ultimate directive. The philosophy of
leading by example proved very easy
to abide by on this camp, especially
during dodgeball games and meal
times (the food on this camp is reason
enough to participate.)

and memorable experience; ensuring
that at all times they felt safe and
in a good mood. Leading the kids
was very much about engaging with
the kids on a personal level as well
as shuttling them from activity to
activity. On the oft occasion, kids
would be difficult or hostile towards
others, but the issues were mostly
minor and were forgotten about as
soon as they happened. Learning
how to handle the kids was simple
but of great value, because as soon
as I understood how to manage their
behaviour getting them participating

Personally, being a part of this camp
experience really struck a chord with
regard to service to the common
good and my own ambitions. It
demonstrated to me the contentment
which can only be found by helping
others through acts of charity and
goodwill. I felt a sense of achievement
which I have rarely felt before,
justifying the thought that the best
thing we can do for ourselves is to
help others. Upon returning from
the camp I couldn’t believe how
much I had learnt from the kids,
from the other leaders and from the

to say to the good of all and of each
individual.”

“It’s a firm, persevering
determination to
commit oneself to the
common good; that is
to say to the good of all
and of each individual.”
Blessed Pope John Paul II

It demonstrated to me the
contentment which can only
be found by helping others
through acts of charity and
goodwill.
experience. Spending eighty hours
helping children from disadvantaged
backgrounds taught me a lesson that
extends beyond schooled concepts
and applications; what I learnt
was an addition to my personal
being, improving and increasing my
understanding of what it means to
help others. Simply sacrificing time
wasn’t sufficient to get the most out
of this camp. I had to invest myself
emotionally in kids in order to help
them respect me and for me to be a
leader for them. Witnessing how the
kids came from a range of different
backgrounds, and with a variety of
different experiences to this camp with

the simple desire to have fun changed
something within my personal being.
I could see how innocent they were,
how they were all simply kids wanting
to create a cool jet pack or share a
conversation with a newly made friend,
and how due to brutal chance, some
had ended up in less than desirable
environments. It taught me the value
in helping others; we are all human
beings, no matter our background and
it is our duty to help others in need.
Participating on this camp taught me
the invaluable lesson of what it means
to help others, an attitude which I must
incorporate into my personality in
order to gain the most from life.
While doing an essay on Pope John
Paul II after the camp, I came across
his teaching of the ‘common good’
relating to social justice. “It’s a firm,
persevering determination to commit
oneself to the common good; that is

While reading this I found myself
reflecting upon the camp and the
values of this teaching represented in
the camp. Committing to helping the
children of the camp feel better, though
rewarding, was very taxing upon my
mental endurance. Sleeping only six
hours a night and having kids run off
and being, at times, difficult to manage,
proved challenging. It required a lot
of determination to remain calm and
appear as a responsible leader. All the
other leaders, despite feeling the same
effect, continued on helping the kids
with a smile, demonstrating to me how
I should act. Every leader committed
themselves to serving the common
good of the group by engaging with
the kids and participating in activities
though they may not have wanted to.
The social pressures that cause children
to mature in poor conditions will not be
fixed in a few years, but the best way to
guide the youth to a better future is by
implementing core principles and values
helping them become better people.
When I arrived at the camp meeting
area I began doubting why I’d
committed myself to doing something I
wouldn’t particularly enjoy for four days.
Arriving back in the same destination
four days later, I had a completely
different mindset on what I wanted
to do with my time. Even a short
experience like this managed to change
the way in which I viewed community
service. Instead of treating it like a
chore, I now desire seeking out ways of
helping others due to how I personally
feel on these camps. No longer do I
treat it as if though it is something I
must do, rather, something I wish to
do. Ensuring that students reach out to
the community will help us to develop
our personal qualities as human beings.
I would recommend the St Vincent de
Paul Society’s Kids Camps to everyone
looking for a way of providing service
to their community. ♦
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